Half Ice Bantam Practice #1

PRACTICE PLAN

Age Level: Bantam | Emphasis: overspeed skating , cycling, 1 on 1, 3 on 3

PEANUT OVERSPEED SKATING (HALF-ICE)
Setup

This is a half ice skating drill that is great for most age levels. It emphasizes
quick feet and quick changes of direction. To set up the drill have the players
line up in the middle of the ice on the blue line facing the net. The players
will go in groups of two or three. The players skate to the bottom of the
circle and around the circle back to the middle and to the inside of the cone
then back outside around the top of the next circle. See the diagram and
animation for clarity. Switch directions each time.

Coaching Points

»» Players should never stop moving their feet.
»» Make sure players are skating hard all the way through the blue line.
»» When skating around the circle player should stay low and get a strong

My Notes

push from the cross-under.

»» Rotate the chest towards the middle of the circle.

PEANUT OVERSPEED SKATING WITH PIVOTS (HALF ICE)
Setup

This is a progression from the normal Peanut Overspeed Skating Drill. The
players follow the same exact path but they will pivot forwards to backwards
and vice-versa at certain points.

Coaching Points

»» When crossing over forwards be sure to rotate chest towards inside dot.
»» Always pivot towards inside dot.
»» When Going backwards be sure to grab as much ice as possible when cross-

ing under.

My Notes
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CONTINUOUS ONE TOUCH SHOOTING DRILL
Setup

My Notes

This is a good half ice hockey drill that works on one-touch passing, transitions, quick shots, and following shots to the net. To set up the drill place
one player along the goal line in-line with the dots. Place two lines just
inside the blue line also in-line with the dots, these two lines have the pucks.
The first player (Player 1) in line will make a pass to the player on the goal
line (Player 2) and skate directly at them. The two players on-touch the puck
back and forth as many times as possible. Once Player 1 gets below the dot
they transition towards the wall and facing Player 2. The players continue
to one-touch the puck as Player 1 skates up the wall, around the top of the
circle, and into the slot. When Player 1 receives the puck in the slot they take
a quick shot and follow their shot to the net. After the last pass Player 2 will
also go to the net looking for a rebound. Player 1 then continues to the other
side along the goal line and becomes Player 2 as the drill now starts from the
other side. The original Player 2 now goes to the end of the line.

Coaching Points
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Players should make flat passes with soft hands.
Slapping the puck results in in-accurate passes and wobly pucks.
Players should transition while facing the puck at all times.
Receive and shoot in one motion when in the slot.
Make sure both players follow shots to the net.

COW HOCKEY’S CONTINUOUS CYCLE DRILL
Setup

The coach starts the drill by dumping a puck in the corner. F1 retrieves the
puck and carries it up the wall while F2 follows F1. After the hash marks
F1 cycles the puck down low for F2 and then F2 passes it back quickly for
F1 in the slot. F1 shoots the puck and stops on the net for a rebound. F2
continues through the slot as the coach dumps another puck int he opposite
corner. Now F2 becomes F1 and retrieves the puck in the corner while the
next player in line becomes F2 and follows F1 down low. The drill repeats in
this sequence.

Coaching Points

My Notes

»» Players need to communicate and call for pucks.
»» Keep pucks off the wall for easier retrieval.
»» Play fast!
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FOUR ZONE 1 ON 1
Setup

This drill can be very challenging for defensive players. The drill forces players to work on taking away time ans space in the defensive zone, recovering
from a disadvantageous position, and stamina.
To set up the drill place four lines of players in each corner of the zone with
pucks as shown in the diagram. The coach will name each line 1,2,3, or 4.
Make sure all players are fully aware of the label for each line. The defensive
player will start in the middle.

My Notes

To start the drill the coach yells out a number. The first player in that line will
attack the net. The defensive player has to react and play the 1 on 1. On the
whistle, that play stops and the coach yells out a new number from which
the next player attacks the net 1 on 1. This sequence repeats 4 times so that
the defensive player plays four 1 on 1’s, one out of each zone.

Coaching Points
»»
»»
»»
»»

Good stick position (active, controlled, and full blade on ice).
Use angles instead of going straight at forward.
Use stop and starts.
Quick and active feet.

THE GREATEST DRILL IN THE WORLD
Setup

Players love this drill so much it was referred to as “The Greatest Drill in the
World” within our team, hence the name. This drill is a variation of the typical
3 on 3 cross ice game. In this variation coaches, or designated players, are
placed on each side as shown in the diagram. These coaches (or players)
are used as outlets for each team. Therefore, when a team has control of the
puck they will have a 5 on 3 advantage because they can use either of these
outlets. When they receive a pass, the designated coaches (or players) must
pass back to a player on the same team from which they received the pass.
Encourage quick puck movement, moving without the puck, lots of talking,
puck protection, and taking advantage of 2 on 1 situations.

My Notes

Coaching Points

»» Encourage quick puck movement.

